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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

Data integrity refers to maintaining accuracy, completeness, and consistency of information throughout its entire life cycle. If the data is 

not valid, then any analysis of that data is also invalid. Data can be at risk for corruption at any time such as while in transit or at rest. 

Dell EMC Unity strives to provide end-to-end data integrity on both a hardware and software level, which is crucial to prevent 

catastrophic events that can lead to extended periods of data unavailability or even data loss. This white paper explains the methods 

used by Dell EMC Unity to ensure the end-to-end integrity of data from the source as it travels through the Dell EMC Unity system. 

AUDIENCE 

This white paper is intended for Dell EMC customers, partners, and employees who are interested in the technology used to ensure the 

safety and validity of data residing on Dell EMC Unity storage systems. It is assumed that the reader is at least an IT generalist who has 

experience as a system or network administrator. 

TERMINOLOGY  

Cyclic Redundancy Check (CRC) – An error checking mechanism used in data storage and transmission to detect unintentional 

changes to data. 

Fibre Channel Protocol – A protocol used to perform Internet Protocol (IP) and Small Computer Systems Interface (SCSI) commands 

over a Fibre Channel network.  

File System – A storage resource that can be accessed through file sharing protocols such as SMB or NFS. 

Internet Small Computer System Interface (iSCSI) – Provides a mechanism for accessing block-level data storage over network 

connections. 

Internet Protocol (IP) – A protocol that provides addressing and routing, enabling the ability to transmit datagrams across network 

boundaries. 

Logical Block Address (LBA) – A linear addressing scheme that is used to specify the location for data blocks. 

Logical Unit Number (LUN) – A block-level storage device that can be shared out using a protocol such as iSCSI.  

Network File System (NFS) – An access protocol that enables users to access files and folders located on a network. Typically used 

by Linux/Unix hosts. 

RAID (Redundant Array of Independent Disks) – A technology that allows multiple drives to work together as a single logical unit for 

performance and availability. RAID uses drives striping, mirroring, parity calculations, or a combination of the three to save data across 

multiple drives. Dell EMC Unity supports RAID 1/0, 5, and 6. 

Server Message Block (SMB) – An access protocol that allows remote file data access from clients to hosts located on a network. 

This is typically used in Windows environments. 

Storage Pool – A repository of drives that have RAID protection applied from which storage resources, such as LUNs and file systems, 

can be created. 

Storage Processor (SP) – A storage node that provides the processing resources for performing storage operations as well as 

servicing I/O between storage and hosts. 

Transmission Control Protocol (TCP) – A transport layer communication protocol that uses a connection-oriented approach. This 

provides reliable connections, guaranteed and ordered delivery, error checking, and retransmissions. TCP works closely with IP. 

User Datagram Protocol (UDP) – A transport layer communication protocol that uses a connectionless approach. UDP does not 

guarantee of delivery, ordering, or duplicate prevention which minimizes overhead. This is designed for time-sensitive applications 

where dropped packets are preferable to waiting for retransmissions.  
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OVERVIEW 

Data integrity is a fundamental and crucial component of data storage. It ensures data is transmitted, written, and stored in a complete, 

accurate, and consistent fashion throughout its entire lifecycle. Once written, the data must also be protected from being changed by 

unauthorized users or programs. Data integrity ensures all the data can be read at a later time intact and unchanged. This also helps 

prevent data corruption which could lead to data unavailability or even data loss.  

PROTOCOLS 

Many standard protocols that are used in the data center today already have built-in data integrity functionality. This most common 

ones come in the form of a checksum, which is a fixed-size hash that is calculated against a dataset. Any changes in the dataset, no 

matter how small, result in a drastically different checksum. A Cyclic Redundancy Check (CRC) is a form of a checksum designed for 

error detection in data storage or transmission.  

ETHERNET PROTOCOL 

Ethernet is a data link layer (layer 2) protocol commonly used for Local Area Networks. The figure above shows the contents of an 

Ethernet frame, which consists of: 

 8-byte preamble 

 6-byte destination MAC address 

 6-byte source MAC address 

 2-byte frame type or length 

 46-1500 byte payload 

 4-byte Frame Check Sequence (FCS) 

 
Figure 1. Ethernet Frame 

The FCS is a 4-byte CRC that is used to detect corrupted data within the entire frame. When the source system assembles the frame, it 

calculates the CRC using the destination MAC address, source MAC address, frame type or length, and the entire payload. The 

calculated CRC is stored at the end of the frame and is transmitted along with the frame.  

When the frame arrives at the destination, the target system calculates the CRC and compares it with the FCS. If the calculated CRC 

does not match the FCS, this indicates that the data was either altered or corrupted during transit, and the entire frame can be dropped. 

It is the responsibility of the upper layer protocols to handle dropped frames. 

INTERNET PROTOCOL 

The Internet Protocol (IP) is a network layer (layer 3) protocol used for routing packets across networks. IPv4 packets consist of a 

header and the payload. The figure below shows the contents of an IPv4 packet header, which consists of: 

 4-bit IP version 

 4-bit header length 

 8-bit service type 
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 16-bit total length 

 16-bit identification tag  

 3-bit fragment flags 

 13-bit fragment offset 

 8-bit time to live (TTL) 

 8-bit protocol 

 16-bit header checksum 

 32-bit source IP address 

 32-bit destination IP address 

 Variable options and padding 

 
Figure 2. IPv4 Packet Header 

Note that the header checksum is calculated against the entire header, but excludes the payload. This is because the data that follows 

the header generally has its own checksum. Another reason is because some of the fields in the header may change it passes through 

each router, whereas the data never changes. This decreases the processing time required because only the parts that may change 

need to be recalculated, instead of the entire packet. 

The checksum is calculated by dividing the header into 16-bit words and summing them with a one’s complement calculation. A one’s 

complement calculation is obtained by inverting the bits of a binary number (changing 1s to 0s and vice-versa). The calculated sum is 

recalculated with one’s complement and inserted in to the checksum field. The checksum is verified at each router, and the entire 

packet is silently discarded if the checksum is invalid. The router can also modify fields in the header, such as the TTL, recalculate the 

checksum, and then save the new checksum. 

IPv6 has a completely revamped packet structure and the checksum has been eliminated altogether. This is because the checksum is 

already computed on the Ethernet layer and that was deemed to be sufficient. This improves performance, because routers no longer 

need to compute and validate the checksum for each packet. 
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TRANSMISSION CONTROL AND USER DATAGRAM PROTOCOLS 

The Transmission Control Protocol (TCP) is a transport layer (layer 4) protocol designed to provide reliable and in-order data transfer 

between computers. The User Datagram Protocol (UDP) is designed for time-sensitive applications where error correction is not 

required. TCP emphasizes accuracy over timely delivery while UDP does the opposite. SMB runs on TCP port 445, NFS runs on 

TCP/UDP port 2049, and iSCSI runs on TCP ports 860/3260. 

TCP and UDP both include a 6-bit checksum calculated against the pseudo IP header, TCP/UDP header, and data. This is required for 

TCP but optional for UDP. The checksum is calculated in the same way as the IP checksum, but the 16-bit words are first padded with 

zeros, if necessary. If the calculated checksum is zero, it will be sent as the one’s complement of zero, which is binary 

1111111111111111 (65535), because zero is reserved for when there is no checksum. In IPv6, the checksum uses the 128-bit IPv6 

addresses instead of the 32-bit addresses used in IPv4. 

TCP also features guaranteed delivery, ordering, and duplicate detection. TCP assigns an incrementing sequence number to each byte 

of sent data, resembling the identification tag in IP. The receiver sends an acknowledgement to the sender with the last sequence 

number it receives plus one. This indicates the sequence number that is expected on the next transfer. If any other sequence number is 

sent, the receiver requests a retransmission. This also allows the receiver to reassemble data that is received out of order or detect 

when duplicate data is received. 

FIBRE CHANNEL PROTOCOL 

The Fibre Channel protocol transmits data in 2148-byte frames. Of those 2148 bytes, 2112 bytes are reserved for the data and 36 bytes 

are overhead. The figure below shows the contents of a Fibre Channel frame, which consists of: 

 4-byte start of frame 

 24-byte frame header 

 2112-byte payload 

 4-byte CRC 

 4-byte end of frame 

 
Figure 3. Fibre Channel Frame 

The CRC is always placed between the data and the end of frame marker. This value is calculated using the entire header and payload, 

but does not include the start and end of the frames. 

The recipient reads the frame, bit by bit, and calculates the CRC. Once the recipient reaches the end of the frame, it confirms that the 

calculated CRC matches the one found in the frame. If the CRC does not match, the frame is assumed to be corrupt and can be 

dropped. 

ISCSI PROTOCOL 

The iSCSI protocol supports two types of checksums, known as the header or data digest. These digests provide extra protection in 

addition to the checksums provided by TCP. However, calculating and appending or verifying these checksums on all incoming and 

outgoing packets requires additional resources which may lead to increased CPU utilization and decreased performance. For this 

reason, these checksums are normally disabled by default and should only be enabled on systems that need to transfer data across 

unreliable networks. 
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If the digest is enabled, a checksum on each iSCSI Protocol Data Unit’s (PDU) is performed using a 32-bit CRC algorithm. The header 

digest runs the checksum only on the 48-byte header segment of the PDU. The data digest runs the checksum on the entire data 

segment. Both digest options can be enabled and disabled independently. 

SMB PROTOCOL 

Dell EMC Unity systems support file sharing using the Server Message Block (SMB) protocol. The SMB protocol features SMB Signing 

which enables SMB packets to be digitally signed by the sender. The recipient uses the digital signature to confirm the authenticity and 

origin of the packet. This provides both a security and data integrity mechanism to protect against packet tampering from man in the 

middle style attacks. SMB Signing uses the HMAC-SHA256 encryption algorithm. The SMB 3 protocol updates the encryption algorithm 

to use AES-CMAC for SMB Signing, which improves performance. 

Using SMB Signing is generally recommended so it is enabled by default. However, in certain circumstances, it can be enabled or 

disabled on a per NAS Server basis by editing the cifs.smbsigning parameter. Note that if this setting is disabled on the NAS 

Server, it must also be disabled on all clients in order to take effect.  

SMB 3 also adds the ability to enable protocol in-flight encryption. This option provides in-flight data encryption between SMB 3 

compatible clients and the Dell EMC Unity NAS Server. Data is encrypted by the client before being sent to the NAS Server, and vice 

versa. It is then decrypted upon reaching its destination, whether that is the NAS Server or SMB client. The protocol encryption is 

enforced at user session level, ensuring the whole SMB traffic is encrypted once the user session is established. For encryption, SMB 

3.0 leverages AES-CCM-128 while SMB 3.1.1 enhances this further by using AES-GCM-128, which improves performance and security. 

For more information on SMB and NAS Server parameters, refer to the Dell EMC Unity: NAS Capabilities white paper and the Service 

Commands document on Dell EMC Online Support. 

NFS PROTOCOL 

Dell EMC Unity systems support file sharing using the NFS (Network File System) protocol. NFS is designed as a simple and efficient 

protocol which did not provide the highest level of security. With the introduction of Secure NFS, Kerberos can be used to provide 

secure authentication, ensure data integrity, and secure data transmissions. There are three different modes available: 

 krb5 – Use Kerberos for authentication only 

 krb5i – Use Kerberos for authentication and include a hash to ensure data integrity 

 krb5p – Use Kerberos for authentication, hash for data integrity, and encrypt the data in-flight 

Using krb5i or krb5p provides Kerberos authentication and a checksum to verify that the data is not tampered with or altered while in 

flight. Every remote procedure call between the storage system and the client includes a MD5-based checksum that is computed on the 

entire message. Note that enabling Kerberos adds overhead and may potentially impact performance but this is worth the trade-off if 

data is traveling through an untrusted network. 

MIRRORED SP WRITE CACHE 

The write cache is mirrored between the two SPs on a Dell EMC Unity system. Any incoming write request to an SP is copied to the 

other SP through the Common Management Interface (CMI). The host receives confirmation that the write is complete once the data is 

successfully stored on both SPs. This enables the write cache data to be preserved through both hardware and software faults and SP 

reboots. The data is flushed from cache to the drives at a later time.  

Dell EMC Unity features a shared cache architecture that dynamically allocates read and write cache depending on system activity. 

This ensures a proper distribution of cache resources to best serve incoming requests. This is fully automated and no user interaction is 

required for cache management. The figure below shows the SP cache architecture. 
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Figure 4. SP Cache Architecture 

The cached data is preserved through SP reboots and panics, even if both SPs go down simultaneously. The only way the cached data 

can be lost is if both SPs fail at exactly the same time. In the event of an emergency, such as a power outage or temperature alarm on 

both SPs, the integrated Battery Backup Unit (BBU) provides temporary power to system, allowing the cache to be de-staged to the 

integrated M.2 SSD. Using the M.2 SSD device as a cache dump is ideal since it is a single, small, all-flash module that is embedded 

into each SP. The figure below shows the M.2 SSD device. 

 
Figure 5. M.2 SSD Device 

The system has preventative measures to avoid split-brain cache scenarios in case of failure. The system uses reserved system space 

that is shared between both SPs to store where the valid cache image is located. The valid image can be in one or both SPs or on the 

reserved system space on the backend drives. If an SP detects that the peer SP is no longer available, the surviving SP updates the 

valid image state on the reserved system space. In situations where both SPs go down together, such as power failure or simultaneous 

removal of both SPs, both SP cache images are considered valid. The first SP to boot recovers its cache image and updates the valid 

image state on the reserved system space indicating it has a valid cache image. 

The BBU is designed to keep the system up long enough for the de-staging process to complete. This operation can take anywhere 

from several seconds to several minutes, depending on the model, cache capacity, and amount of data in cache. Once power is 

restored, any writes that were de-staged are reconciled and persisted to the target backend drives to ensure no data is lost. The figure 

below shows the BBU. 
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Figure 6. Battery Backup Unit (BBU) 

RAID PROTECTION 

RAID (Redundant Array of Independent Disks) is a technology that allows multiple drives to work together as a single logical unit for 

performance and availability. RAID uses drives striping, mirroring, parity calculations, or a combination of the three to save data across 

multiple drives. Using RAID technology allows data to be protected against failures and increases performance, but reduces usable 

capacity. If a drive has media errors or fails, the data can be rebuilt by RAID protection instead of resulting in data loss.  

On Dell EMC Unity, RAID protection is applied to the drives that constitute the Storage Pool. Dell EMC Unity supports RAID 1/0, 5, and 

6. 

 RAID 1/0 - Mirroring and Striping. Drives are grouped into mirrored pairs, and then the pairs are striped together. This combines 

the benefits of RAID 1 and RAID 0 for availability and performance. Because of the mirrors, only half the capacity of the drives is 

usable, but RAID 1/0 can sustain multiple drive losses as long as they are not part of the same mirrored pair. 

 RAID 5 - Striping with Distributed Parity. Data and parity are striped across multiple drives. RAID 5 can survive a single drive failure 

due to the parity data. The parity drive contains no usable capacity. 

 RAID 6 - Striping with Dual Distributed Parity. RAID 6 is similar to RAID 5 but with a second drive dedicated for parity. This allows 

RAID 6 to survive two drive failures. If two drives fail, both of them can run rebuild operations in parallel. The two parity drives 

contains no usable capacity. 

Dell EMC Unity systems enable rebuild logging if a RAID set goes into a degraded state due to a missing drive. This uses a block map 

to track every data block that should have been updated on the missing drive. Once the drive returns, the system rebuilds only the 

blocks marked in the log and then disables rebuild logging. This avoids the need to rebuild the entire drive because the unchanged data 

is still valid and can be reused. Note that if a drive is removed for 5 minutes, the spare drive is invoked and the data is copied to the 

spare drive. If there is no spare drive available, rebuild logging remains active until a suitable drive is found. 

All-flash Dell EMC Unity systems running Dell EMC Unity OE version 4.2 and later can take advantage of Dynamic Pools. Dynamic 

Pools increases the flexibility of configuration options within the system with an entirely redesigned Pool structure. Dynamic Pools 

utilize advanced RAID techniques and distributed sparing to offer better storage utilization and more simplified planning than Traditional 

Pools.  

A pool’s stripe width, also known as the RAID width, is the number of drive extents used for the RAID type chosen for the Pool. For 

example, a RAID 5 (4+1) RAID extent contains 5 drive extents. 4 drive extents worth of space within the 4+1 RAID extent are used to 

store data, while 1 drive extent worth of space is used to store parity data. Dynamic Pools eliminates the need to design a Pool based 

on a multiple of a RAID stripe width. When creating a Dynamic Pool, once a minimum drive count for a given RAID protection has been 
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selected, the user can select almost any number of drives to place within the Pool. This allows the user to plan a Pool based on a 

specific capacity, and not worry about stripe width based multiples of drives counts.  

When expanding a Dynamic Pool, as the stripe width multiple does not apply, the user can also expand by a specific target capacity. In 

most cases, the user can add a single drive to the Pool to increase its capacity. These features provide flexible deployment models 

which improves the planning and provisioning process. The total cost of ownership of the configuration is also reduced as extra drives 

needed to fulfill a stripe width multiple are eliminated. 

For more information on Dynamic Pools, refer to the Dynamic Pools white paper on Dell EMC Online Support. 

WEAR LEVELING 

During normal use, data is periodically written to and erased from the flash memory cells on flash drives. Over long periods of time and 

after many program/erase (PE) cycles, this can cause the flash cells to wear out and become unreliable for storing data. Dell EMC 

Unity systems use a technique called wear leveling to prolong the service life of flash drives and ensure they do not prematurely wear 

out.  

Wear information from the flash drives are propagated up the software stack to the other software components in the system. For 

example, FAST VP can spread out data for more uniform flash wear when relocating data. This also enables the system to intelligently 

decide where new slice requests are allocated from. 

Unisphere displays alerts at 180, 90, and 30 days prior to the predicted end of life date on a flash drive. When there are 30 days 

remaining, Proactive Copy is initiated to copy the data off the drive before it fails. For each flash drive, the wear details are displayed in 

CloudIQ. The endurance percentage is the percentage of write endurance left based on the specified maximum write endurance of the 

drive. The number of days remaining are a prediction on when the drive will reach the specified write endurance and need to be replace 

based on the usage history of the drive. The endurance details from CloudIQ and Unisphere are displayed in the figures below. 

 
Figure 7. CloudIQ Endurance 
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Figure 8. Unisphere Endurance 

PROACTIVE COPY 

Drives may report media errors or run out of endurance when they are used for long periods of time. The system continuously monitors 

each drive for errors and any drive that reports a high number of errors is taken offline. In situations where drives begin to exhibit 

symptoms indicating that it may soon fail, it is preferable to move the data off that drive before it actually fails. Proactively copying the 

data off the failing drive eliminates the need to perform a rebuild of the data after the drive fails. The copy operation completes faster 

and requires less overhead than the rebuild operation. This also reduces the risk of a double fault since the RAID set is never in a 

degraded state. 

Proactive Copy (PACO) is a feature that proactively copies data off a failing drive and on to the spare space. This process is triggered 

automatically by the system once drives begin to exhibit symptoms such as media errors. Once the data is copied to the spare space, 

the failing drive is preemptively marked as faulted and marked for replacement. After the drive is replaced, the new drive is used to re-

replenish the spare space that was consumed. 

If PACO is initiated on a drive, the remaining drives in the RAID set are examined to determine their reliability. If all of the remaining 

drives are still highly reliable, then the media error thresholds are disabled for all drives except the one that PACO is running on. Note 

that the same behavior occurs automatically if a RAID set goes in to a degraded state due to drive failure or removal. However, if one or 

more drives in the RAID set are determined to not highly reliable, the media error thresholds are disabled for all drives in the RAID set, 

including the PACO drive. This is to avoid a double fault scenario since RAID-5 can only tolerate the loss of a single drive. Once the 

PACO operation completes or if the RAID set is no longer degraded, the media error thresholds are restored to the default values. 

SYNCHRONOUS REPLICATION 

It is also important to maintain the integrity of data that is being replicated for purposes such as disaster recovery (DR). This ensures 

the data on the target is consistent with the source if a failover is required. Dell EMC Unity includes native synchronous replication 

which provides a block-based disaster recovery solution for mirroring local production data to a remote disaster recovery site, providing 
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end-to-end data protection. Since writes need to be completed on both systems before the host is acknowledged, this provides zero 

data loss in case of a disaster. 

There are two bitmap logs that are used with synchronous replication to ensure data integrity. The first log tracks in-flight writes to the 

primary and secondary images in a mirror relationship. Prior to starting a write, the system makes an entry in this bitmap of its intent to 

update a particular location. After both images respond that the data is written successfully, this entry is eventually cleared. During 

recoveries, this log can be used to determine which extents must be synchronized from the primary to the secondary image. 

The second bitmap log is only used if communication is lost between systems. This log resides on the SP that owns the primary image 

and tracks which areas are updated since communication was interrupted. These changes are tracked for as long as the secondary 

image is unreachable. When communication is restored, only the changed areas that are referenced in the log are mirrored to the 

secondary image. This ability to perform a partial synchronization can result in significant time savings. 

ASYNCHRONOUS REPLICATION 

Dell EMC Unity includes native asynchronous replication which is an IP-based asynchronous replication tool that can replicate both 

block and file resources. Asynchronous replication includes a CRC on all data sent over the replication connections to ensure integrity 

and consistency. This is automatically enabled and cannot be disabled. 

FILE SYSTEM CHECK 

File System Check (FSCK) is a tool used to check the consistency of a file system similar to chkdsk (check disk) on Windows. A FSCK 

is run automatically when the array detects a file system in an inconsistent state. 

Note that in order for FSCK to run, the file system must be offline for the duration of the scan. The tool will attempt to repair damaged 

files, if possible, or move the inodes to the lost+found directory to prevent them from being read. The output and results of the FSCK 

are saved in the logs. 

COMMON ANTI-VIRUS AGENT 

Data integrity can also be compromised by malware, such as viruses, worms, or other malicious binaries. The Common Anti-Virus 

Agent (CAVA) automatically scans files to identify and eliminate these threats. CAVA runs in conjunction with a Windows server that 

hosts a third-party antivirus (AV) engine, such as Computer Associates, F-Secure, Kaspersky, McAfee, Sophos, Symantec, or Trend 

Micro, along with the CAVA agent. The agent communicates with the SMB server to scan and clean, quarantine, or delete infected files. 

CAVA offers several features, such as load balancing and fault tolerance across multiple CAVA servers, scan on first read, scan after 

virus definition update, and scan on write. 

For more information on CAVA, refer to the Using the Common Event Enabler on Windows Platforms document available on Dell EMC 

Online Support. 

PERSISTENT MEMORY 

Dell EMC Unity uses persistent memory to track the consistency state and outstanding writes on all of the stripes on the system. If there 

is a power outage after the data is written, but before the parity is updated, it is reflected in the persistent memory entries for that stripe. 

When power is restored, the stripe states are checked and the parity is recalculated for any stripes in inconsistent states. In a worst-

case scenario of a power failure and the persistent memory is lost (such as an SP failure), a complete background verify is run to 

ensure all stripes are consistent. 

WRITE JOURNALING 

If a drive fails but has not been replaced yet, power interruptions can cause data corruption on parity-protected drives. This is known as 

the RAID Write Hole problem, where a degraded RAID set could result in a spliced write due to power loss. The figure below illustrates 

this problem. 
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Figure 9. RAID Write Hole 

1. This is a RAID 5 (4+1) stripe in a consistent state. There are four data sectors and a parity sector with a value of 12. 

Note: Parity calculations are actually done with XOR, but we are using a sum here for simplicity. 

2. Drive 3 fails. 

3. An incoming write request changes sector 1 from a 3 to a 4. 

4. This change is committed, but a power outage occurs before the parity block is updated. The parity sector still has a value of 12, 
even though it should be 13. 

5. Power is restored and a read is requested from the faulted drive. The data is rebuilt using the incorrect parity, and a 0 is returned 
instead of a 1.  

Dell EMC Unity systems leverage write journaling to protect against this issue. Write journaling is a technology which writes a journal 

entry onto the same drive before proceeding with an actual write. If the journal write is committed without issues, the system proceeds 

to commit the write to its intended area on the drive. After the write is successfully committed to the drive, the journal entry is invalidated 

and the write is marked as clean in cache. The figure below shows write journaling. 
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Figure 10. Write Journaling 

Write journaling is active only when a RAID set is in a degraded state. Write journaling writes the journal to the RAID set’s metadata 

area within the destination drive. The journal contains the actual write plus metadata. The journal space is limited and managed on a 

circular buffer basis. When journal space is full, incoming writes are delayed until first entries are invalidated. 

Any active journal entries in cache are protected by the vaulting mechanism. If a fault condition such as an unscheduled power off 

occurs, the RAID set is recovered and the journal area is examined for active journal entries. If any are found, they are played back to 

proper locations. 

Write journaling comes with some performance degradation since every drive write is now doubled. However, the performance cost is 

an acceptable disadvantage given the benefit. 

8-BYTE METADATA 

On Dell EMC Unity, data is stored on 520-byte sectors, using 512 bytes for data and 8 bytes for metadata. The system uses 520-byte 

formatting for flash drives and 4Kb formatting for spinning media to accommodate the metadata. The 4Kb formatted drives consist of 8 

x 520 byte sectors. 

While this reduces the usable capacity of a drive by a negligible amount, it has a large positive effect on data integrity and availability. 

The additional 8 bytes of metadata are a proprietary data integrity feature that helps address gaps in basic RAID. The metadata is used 

for error detection and correction of sector-level errors. Note that Dell EMC Unity does not follow the T10-DIF standard since these 

proprietary data integrity mechanisms provide equivalent protection to T10-DIF. 

The eight additional bytes consist of: 

 2-byte LBA stamp 

 2-byte checksum 

 2-byte write stamp 

 2-byte time stamp 

2-BYTE LBA STAMP 

The LBA (Logical Block Address) stamp is used for RAID-1/0, RAID-5 and RAID-6 implementations to detect if a data block is written to 

the wrong location on the drive. Prior to committing a write, the intended LBA location of the block is written to the LBA stamp field. The 

system can compare the actual location of the block with the value from the LBA stamp field. If the values do not match, it indicates the 

block was written to the wrong position on the drive, overwriting the data of an unrelated block. The LBA stamp enables the system to 

detect this error and initiate a recovery of the proper data on the overwritten block. It also allows the system to correct the block and 

stripe where this data should be written. 
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2-BYTE CHECKSUM 

The checksum is a 16-bit CRC calculated by running an XOR operation on all 512 bytes of user data. This is generated by the array 

any time data is written and stored within the sector. The checksum is always attached to the data as it travels between cache and the 

drives. It is used to detect any corruption that might occur in memory, on the drive, or in transit. In addition, the checksum is calculated 

and compared to the stored checksum on all critical operations, including host reads, writes, and rebuilds. 

2-BYTE WRITE STAMP 

The write stamp is a 16-bit hexadecimal value used as a bit map. It is used for RAID-5 and is designed to protect against non-full stripe 

writes that are incomplete. Each drive toggles its assigned bit when a write is committed and the parity drive holds the total for all the 

drives in the stripe. If the sum of the write stamps on the data drives do not equal to the value on the parity drive, this indicates some of 

the data is missing. This adds another layer of protection by detecting when data is missing from the sectors.  

2-BYTE TIME STAMP 

The time stamp is a 16-bit field used to detect full stripe writes for RAID-5 that are incomplete. The contents of the time stamp are 

based on an internal SP clock. The time stamp value is written to all the drives, along with the data. This allows the SP to compare the 

time stamps on all of the sectors in the stripe to confirm they are consistent. This verifies that there are no changes to the stripe after it 

is written. Because this field is limited to 16 bits, the maximum value of the time stamp is 65535. When the internal clock reaches this 

number, it will automatically restart from 0. 

It is important to note that whenever time stamps are used, write stamps cannot be used. This is because time stamps are only used for 

full stripe writes while write stamps are only used for non-full stripe writes. When time stamps are used, the write stamp is always set to 

0 on all drives. 

ZEROING & UNMAP 

Any new drives inserted in to a Dell EMC Unity system are zeroed (spinning) or unmapped (flash) before they are used. This ensures 

any residual data on the drive is overwritten and all I/O starts with a clean and consistent slate. This is a background operation and 

cannot be disabled. However, these drives can still be used to create pools and provision resources while this process is ongoing. As 

this process runs, the system keeps track of the completed regions. If an I/O is requested on a region that is not zeroed or unmapped 

yet, the system completes that region before committing the I/O. 

Zeroing or unmap may also occur when a new storage resource is created. This is only required if the new storage resource overlaps 

an area that belonged to a previously deleted storage resource. Any pre-existing zeroed or unmapped blocks do not need to be done 

again. This process follows the same rules as the drive zeroing and unmap process. This means all blocks must be zeroed or 

unmapped before use and blocks in specific regions to be zeroed or unmapped due to host I/O. 

This process may run for several hours or even days, depending on the drive type and capacity. Since this operation requires drive 

operations, performance may be slightly impacted during this time. If you are performing a benchmark or trying to achieve maximum 

performance, it is recommended allow the zeroing, unmap, and system verify processes to complete before using the system. You can 

monitor the status of these operations by tracking drive IOPS activity in the Performance page on Unisphere. 

SYSTEM VERIFY 

System verify is a data consistency check that calculates the parity and compares it to the stored parity. System verify runs 

automatically after a storage resource is bound, if a storage resource is trespassed, after zero/unmap is complete, and when the SP 

detects a difference between the stripe’s calculated parity and the stored parity. When this occurs, the SP attempts to reconstruct the 

data using the stored parity. This operation runs until the entire drives are verified and then reverts back to normal sniff. 

This process may run for several hours or even days, depending on the drive type and capacity. Since this operation requires drive 

operations, performance may be slightly impacted during this time. If you are performing a benchmark or trying to achieve maximum 

performance, it is recommended allow the zeroing, unmap, and system verify processes to complete before using the system. You can 

monitor the status of these operations by tracking drive IOPS activity in the Performance page on Unisphere. 
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SNIFFER 

Media problems or contamination from microscopic particles during normal operations can sometimes affect sectors on a drive. When 

this occurs, the storage processor might still be able to recover and read the data using its embedded error-correcting algorithms and a 

drive-recovered error is reported. The system then automatically remaps this sector by rewriting the data to a new physical sector in 

case the bad sector continues to deteriorate. 

If a media defect causes the sector to be completely unreadable, a medium error is reported. When this occurs, the array uses RAID 

technology, such as mirroring or parity, to reconstruct the data. If successful, this is known as a RAID-correctable error. If another drive 

has a second unreadable sector or invalid CRC on the same stripe, this results in an uncorrectable error. 

Early detection of problematic sectors provides the system the best opportunity to correct them before they have a chance to become 

drive medium errors. Likewise, early detection of any medium errors provides the array the best opportunity to correct them before a 

second issue causes an uncorrectable error. This is done when the data is accessed and by a low-priority, continuously-running 

background process called Sniffer. 

Sniffer performs a media check by asking the drive to read a series of blocks. When a new storage resource is bound, Sniffer is started 

automatically as a low priority process that does not impact back-end bus bandwidth. However, this means it could take several days to 

complete a full pass on a single storage resource. If the storage resource is idle, Sniffer automatically increases its verification rate and 

reduces the time to complete the scan. Sniffer performs this check on all drives used for the storage resource simultaneously, so the 

number of drives does not matter. If bad sectors are detected, the sector is rebuilt using the information that is available from RAID 

protection. This reduces the possibility that a defect remains undetected and causes data loss due to a drive fault. 

Sniffer is not designed to verify the state of the storage resources because it does not perform any consistency checks of the data or 

parity. Instead, it provides a mechanism to check the state of the media in the background without any significant impact to host I/O 

performance. The benefit is that drive errors can be detected proactively before a read or write request from a client. 

Sniffer is always running on all drives, even if they’re not currently used in a pool. This process runs at approximately 1 read per second 

per drive at 1MB I/O size. This is normal and expected activity. 

UNCORRECTABLE ERRORS 

If the system detects an inconsistency between the user data and the 8 bytes of metadata, the SP attempts to correct the inconsistency 

by using RAID technology. The system attempts to read the data from the mirror on RAID 1/0 configurations and reconstructs the data 

from parity on RAID 5 and RAID 6 configurations. 

In rare cases, multiple drives in a RAID set with CRC mismatches can result in an uncorrectable error. This indicates that the invalid 

data could not be read from the mirror or reconstructed from parity. The array has determined the contents are no longer valid and 

invalidates the sector to ensure it cannot be sent to a host. Any attempts to read an invalidated location results in a hard error returned 

to the host. Any attempts to write to an invalidated location completes successfully and overwrites the void. Because of this, there are 

instances when previously uncorrectable sectors can disappear after valid data is written over the voided data. 

If an uncorrectable error is detected, a log entry and alert are generated. This indicates the specific drive and location that could not be 

successfully read and informs the user that this area is marked as void of valid information.  

CONCLUSION  

Data is at risk for corruption at any time, while in transit or at rest. End-to-end data integrity on a hardware and software level is crucial 

to prevent catastrophic events that can lead to extended periods of data unavailability or even data loss. 

This paper discussed how data integrity is guaranteed as it travels from the client, through the wire, and throughout the Dell EMC Unity 

system. It showed how data integrity is verified on previously stored data to ensure it is still valid before it is read. This is accomplished 

by integrating data integrity functionality into advanced services, mirroring SP cache, leveraging NVRAM, 520-byte sectoring, the 
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Sniffer process, and background verify. Dell EMC Unity features additional measures on top of protection already offered by standard 

protocols to further protect your data. 
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